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Traditional embroidery, tapestry, and knitting motifs from Setesdal in
the south of Norway are brilliantly reconceived in this fabulously fresh
collection of knitting projects from Arne and Carlos. Over 30 patterns
promise endless sources of delight and inspiration: men’s and women’s
sweaters, pillows, hats, cowls, mittens, wrist and leg warmers, socks,
blankets, and so much more! Includes gorgeous photographs,
step-by-step instructions, and pattern diagrams.
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FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
17¾ x 17¾ in / 45 x 45 cm

We simplified the embroidery motifs and transformed them into
knitting patterns. They work quite well for each end of this pillow. The
colors on the pillow are more subdued than those on the accessories
shown on page 48 and remind us more of the colors in the framed
embroidery. You don’t necessarily need to match your interior.

PILLOW

WITH ENDEGATU MOTIFS

MATERIALS
Yarn: (CYCA #4), Rauma Vamse, 100% wool
(91 yd/83 m / 50 g)
Yarn Amounts:
Color 1: Gray V13, 100 g
Color 2: Red V35, 100 g
Color 3: Yellow V20, 50 g
Color 4: Purple V65, 50 g
Color 5: Light Blue V49, 50 g
Color 6: Green V88, 50 g
NOTE: Hold 2 strands of yarn together throughout.
Needles: U.S. size 10½ / 6.5 mm: 32 in / 80 cm
circular

Notions: Pillow form, 24 x 24 in / 60 x 60 cm. The
finished pillow measures approx. 17¾ x 17¾ in / 45
x 45 cm, but we used a larger pillow form since a
form the same size as the pillow cover flattens out
with use. The larger form helps the pillow keep its
shape and plumpness longer.
Gauge: 10 sts and 14 rows = 4 x 4 in / 10 x 10 cm.
Adjust needle size to obtain correct gauge if necessary.
PILLOW
With 2 strands of Color 2 held together, CO 100 sts.
Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row. Place
marker for beginning of round. Change to Color 3
and work (P1, k49) 2 times. The cast-on row + the
first row worked correspond to the first 2 rows of
the chart. Continue, following the chart and working knit over knit and purl over purl, until 1 row
remains on chart. BO with Color 2.
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